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After having been examined as t o  its exterior appearance, 
the ingot is taken without delay into a heating furnace, heated 
to a uniform gocd yellow heat, and hammered or rolled out 
to a rectangular or quadrangular bar of not over a square 
inch in section. This bar is cut instantaneously in pieces of 
one and a half or two feet in length, and the pieces 
are brought over to a small forge, there to be tested by a 
blacksmith. If there is no bar mill nor steam hammer at the 
works, the ingot, being made of a smaller size, is to be treated 
at the small forge exclusively. 

The fuel used in the small forge for the following operations 
should be charcoal. If mineral coal is used it must be care
fully selected so as to be free from pyrites and other minerals 
or compounds containing sulphur. 

TESTING. 
Testing has for its object to discover if the metal is of a 

good or bad quality in general as well as to investigate its 
special q ualities and aptitude. It is done by forging, harden
ing and welding : to which three kinds of manipulations there 
may afterwards be add'ldexperiments in relation to the tensile 
strength and the chemical composition of the metal. The 
three first·named simple operations will be sufficient, however, 
for the ordinary and regular testing and classifying of the 
metal produced by each charge. 

FORGING_ 
Forging is done by heating one or several pieces of the 

metal in a smith's fire to a good yellow heat, and by hammer
ing, working and distorting it in different ways to show the 
malleability, the toughness and the equality of structure in 
the metal. This can be done by all the ordinary kinds of 
blackmith operations. A very good way to show the two 
last-named qualities of the metal, I consider to be the follow
ing forging operation : Forge a bar about one-eighth inch 
thick and one-half inllh broad. Cut one end straight off, and 
split the bar in this place and in the middle of its width to a 
length of one inch or more; bend the two separated parts 
around on both sides, and make a large round hole to the 
middle of the intact part of the bar, very near the end of 
the split, so as to present the succession of shapes, C, D, E, as 
shown in Fig. 3_ If the metal at e, in the top of E, gets very 
thin by extending the hole, without cracking through to the 
split, the metal is proved to have a high degree of toughness 
and a very uniferm structure, equal in different directions. 
An ordinary and well-known testing operation, which should 
never be omitted, is to bend a bar similar to the one above 
described in several different places, and to hammer the bent 
parts close together, to see if the metal is liable to crack by 
bending. The shape of the bar, produced by this operation, 
is represented at F, Fig. 3. 

Every good kind of metal should withstand these two trials 
without injury. If not, it is not blown enough, or two much, 
or it cuntains chemical impurities. In all these or similar op
erations, at first to be made, great care has to be taken that 
the temperature of the metal never exceeds a good yellow and 
never decreases below a dark yellow heat. For in both these 
instances the metal, being steel-like and perhaps of an excel
rent quality for many purposes, may crack, owing to the im
proper temperature. If the bar cracks more or less easily at 
the yellow heat, it has to be tried afterwards at a_white weld
ing heat, and if it keeps good in this state, it shows that the 
metal is a kind of inferior wrought iron. In all cases the 
metal has to be tested by simply hammering it at a red heat 
to see if it is inclined to be red-short. 

HARDENING. 
Hardening, considered as a testing operation, is chiefly em

ployed to discover if the metal is of a steely nature, because 
steel is capable of being hardened and tempered and wrought 
iron is not, or but very slightly. A bar half an inch square 
is prepared, heated in the smith's fire to a light red, and 
dipped in water till it is cold enough to be held in the hand. 
The bar is then laid across an anvil, and strokes are applied 
with a hand hammer on its free end till it bends or breaks. If 
the bar so treated does not bend at all, only giving way for a 
moment to the blow, instantly returning to its former shape 
by reason ofits elasticity, and breaks at once by a harder blow, 
exhibiting an even or conchoidal fracture, fine-grained struc
ture and bluish gray color, we have a hard kind of steel be
fore us. If, on the contrary, the bar does not show any degree 
of hardness or elasticity aftet ha7ing been suddenly cooled in 
wuter, but gives way to each stroke applied to its end without 
returni::tg to its original shape, and is so bent gradually to 
a right angle or further, showing, when finally broken, an 
uneven and fibrous structure and pretty dark color, the metal 
is wrought iron, and the results obtained in forging will show 
whether it is a good or a poor kind of iron. But most of the 
products of the Bessemer process are of a quality between the 
first mentioned and the last kin,I. Nevertheless these pro
ducts, when free from chemical and mechanical impurities, 
prove useful and even very excellent for certain purposes, and 
therefore a well-determined classification of these different 
kinds of metal, as proposed hereafter, will doubtless be ex 
ceedingly valuable. 

WELDING. 
Welding, when tried with the metal, will serve to complete 

the tests of the qualities and the degree of usefulness of our 
Bessemer products. 

A bar about half an inch broad and a quarter of an inch 
thick, is heated in the smith's fire, bent in the middle and 
hammered down, so that the two parts come together closely. 
It is then put back in to the fire to be heated to a regular w hi te 
welding heat, using' some pure sand or powdered puddling 
cinders, hammered, cooled in wat�r and broken. If the 
metal has the welding property in a high degree, as 
pure Bessemer metaL generally bas, the seam should not be 
at all visible in the surface of the nllCtnre. 

J titntifit �mttitan. 
The result of this operation, however, very much depends 

on the skill and good will of the operating workman, and a 
good and reliable smith has therefore to be chosen for the 
purpose. If the metal is of the harder kinds, hammering has 
to be done with care and caution. 

Welding of Bessemer metal is, in general, one of t he most 
interesting and yet least understood points in this new branch 
of industry. Ordinary wrought iron welds better than ordi
nary steel, and corresponding with this fact it may be said 
that th e softer kinds of Bessemer metal" weld better generally 
than the harder ones. But even the hardest Bessemer pro
duct very seldom offers in welding so great difficulties as or
dinary cast steel, and aU steel-like kinds of it are, when com
pared with the corresponding kinds of steel made in the or
dinary way, good welding materials. It occurs, however, not 
as a rare but a very strange fact, that metal of some one other 
Bessemer charge, independent of its other qualities, proves 
entirely unfit for perfect and reliable welding. I shall, per
haps, on some other occasion, communicate some observations 
on this subject. Remelting the pig iron used in the process, 
with the mode of doing it, seems to affect this property of the 
metal. 

The three simple testing operations just explained are gen
erally sufficient to determine very nearly the kind and the 
aptitude of the material produced by a Bessemer charge. 
However, the trial of the tensile strength and the chemical 
analysis of the metal are often of great importance too, and 
every Bessemer works should have the apparatus necessary 
for ascertaining them. But they require a longer time and 
may be done after the tests just described. The modes of 
conducting them are similar to those employed for other kinds 
of steel and iron. 

It is also useful to carefully observe the color and qualities 
of the resulting slags. There will always be found a more or 
less visible connection between their appearance and the qual
ities of the metal, if one and the same kind of pig iron is 
used. 

Idtntt �n:milin:dy �ltu�trn:tta. 
How to Draw an Ellipse in Isollletric Projections. 

J. Konvalinka, of Astoria, L. I., gives the following method 
for drawing an ellipse such as is required in perspective draw
ing for the representation of a circle; where the three princi
pal planes are viewed at equal angle;; and the side horizontals 
drawn at an inclination of 30°_ 

First, draw the two diagonals, A B, D E. Then with the 
radi us of the circle, which is to be represented in perspective, 
describe the circle, A D BE. From the points, D and E, and 
with the radius of the circle mark on it the sextant and 
points, H H' I 1'. Then draw the lines, D I, D 1', E H, E H'. 
From the crossing points of these lines, F and G, describe the 
arcs, i A h, and h' B i', which form the ends of the ellipse. 
These are then united by the arcs, h d h' and i e i', from the 
centers, E and D. 

D 

This will more closely and correctly represent an ellipse for 
the above-mentioned purpose than that shown in Fig. 2 on 
page 21 of the present volume of your journal. It will coincide 
in eight points with a true ellipse. Suppose Ad B e A is a 
square, inscribed within, and p m q n p  a square, circumscribed 
around the circle and represented in perspective. Ad B e 
are four points. x x' y y', are other four points. These are 
the centers of the sides of the outer square, which at these 
points touch the ellipse as tangents. This will show how 
little the curve herewith represented differs from a true 
ellipse, and it also affords an easy means for correction by 
hand, if something more exact is required. 

The Editor8 are not re8ponsible for the opinions "",pres8ed by their corre-
8pondents. 

Action and ;Reactlon---Tbe Proper Unit oC Measure 
Cor Force. 

MESSRS EDITORs :-The interesting and instructive article 
in a recent number of your paper, by Prof. Seely, on the 

"Recoil of Guns," shows a great intimacy with the subject, 
and is practically valuable. I wish, however, to object to the 
doctrine therein advocated, that action and reaction are not 
always equal, and to the concomitant doctrine, which was 
advocated by the celebrated Leibnitz, that the force of a 
moving body is proportioned to the mass into the 8quare of 
the velocity instead of the simple velocity. 

Since the velocity of the gun is clearly !Shown to be to that 
of the ball, inversely in proportion to their respective weights 
it undoubtedly follows that if we admit the Leibnitzian meas
ure of force to be correct, 1. e, thl) mass into the square of the 
velocity, the force of the powder will, under this supposition, 
be c:E:pended �lnequallqj betwe(ln the gun and the ball, that 
acquired by the latttiT being tlR many times greater as it is 
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lighter than the former. But the truth of this supposition is 
the real point at issue, and it was for many years the subject 
of a violent controversy between Newton and Leibnitz and 
between their respective followers. It was at laat generally 
admitted that the dispute was one of definitions rather than 
facts, either party being in the right providing his definition 
of force, and of its mode of increase or diminution, could be 
admitted as true. Since that time the Newtonian measure, 
the mass into the velocity, has been generally adopted as the 
measure of the quantity of a force or a motion . Some at
tempts have been made to revive the Leibnitzian view of the 
subject, and Prof. Treadwell read an ingenious paper for that 
purpose before the American Academy at Boston, some years 
ago. The eminent mathematician, Prof. Peirce of this coun
try, and the distinguished Dr. Mayer of Germany have also, 
though somewhat less decidedly, expressed themselves in fa 
vor of this revival. The difference in the two ways of esti
mating the quantity of force associated with a given body in 
motion, depends upon whether the time which elapses, or the 
!!pace which is passed over, while the entire force of the mov
ing body is imparted or overcome by a uniformly accelerating 
or retarding force, is made the coefficient of the unit of 
measure. 

The Newtonian, and it seems to me, the true conception of 
the subject is this :-a uniformly acting force, like gravity at 
the earth's surface, for instance, will add equal increments of 
force to a body upon which it acts freely, in equal periods of 
time, and its entire force, since its velocity increases uniform
ly, is simply as its velocity, and not as the square of its veloci
ty, for if unequal increments are added in equal times, then 
the cause must act variably, which is con trary to the supposi. 
tion. The passage of a body through space is not an evidence 
of the expenditure of force, since a moving body, if unopposed, 
will traverse an infinite distance. A certain portion of the 
space traversed, then, has no relation to the expenditure of 
force, and it accordingly follows that the entire space is not a 

proper co-efficient of the force expended. 
Suppose a person to walk with a certain uniform speed upon 

the deck of a steamboat. He will perceive no difference in 
the amount of effort required, whether the boat be stationary 
or in motion, or whether the direction in which he walks is 
the same as, or opposite to that of the boat's motion. But if 
the Leibnitzian measure of the entire quantity of force be 
correct, the force expended under the different circumstances 
mllst lJe widely different. If we suppose the boat's velocity 
to be 12 miles an hour, while the person walks at the rate of 
four miles in the same direction, the additional velocity thus 
attained will impart an increased amount of force beyond that 
attained by walking on a stationary boat in the proportion of 
112 to 16, or 7 to 1 For the square of the walking velocity 
on a stationary boat is 4X4=16, while the f orce required to 
walk forward at the same rate of speed while the boat is in 
motion would 1e determined thus: The square of the veloci
ty unincreased by walking would be 12 X 12=144, increased 
by walking, 16X16=256, the excess being 112 which is the 
Leibnitzian value of the different amounts of force in the two 
conditions. This discrepancy of theory with fact, is greatly 
increased when we consider the immense velocity of the earth 
in its motions around its axis and around the sun. The rea
soning by which the attempt is made to overthrow the almost 
self-evident axiom of the eq uali ty of action and re-action also 
leads to the fallacy of applJing a measure of one kind to esti
mate the quantity of something of an entirely different kind. 
While the product of the mass into the square of the velocity 
or the equivalent product of the uniform or average intensity 
of force into the effective space is a proper measure of other 
space products or space effects of the same kind, it does not 
follow that it is a measure of simple and absolute force. 

The proper definition of force seems to me to be,-that 
which when Msociated with watm' causes it to move. No mode is 
known by which we can determine the absoluteness of rest or 
motion and no practical error, is found to arise in assuming 
that the motion of any given body is merely relative, or in 
considering the body as at rest, when referred to another body 
moving with the Eame velocity, and in the same direction. 
The above definition of force thus becomes sufficiently com
prehensive to include all that causes clutnge of motion wheth
er by acceleration, retardation or change of direction. 
Since no error ensues from the assumption of the 1'elatimty of 
motion it follows that equal increments of force are added or 
subtracted, in equal units of time, when the velocity of a body 
is uniformly accelerated or retarded, and consequently that 
the measure of force in the body is found by multiplying the 
mass/)y the velocity. 

I am, however, quite ready to admit that, while it is not the 
measure of absolute force, the product of the mass into the 
square of the velocity is the measure of practical results. All 
the operations of mechanics, and even of every-day life, con
sist in overcoming re8i8tances, by which is meant, changing the 
positions or relative positions of bodies or parts of bodies 
where effort is required. This is called the performance of 
10or1c, and is measured by the product of the resistance into 
the space through which it acts, or, what amounts to the 
same thing, the mass into the square of the velocity of the 
body doing the work. It includes what is called the pene
tration of bodies, and the overcoming of friction, or, in general, 
of any kind of resistance. The force acquired by a body fall
ing one hundred feet in vacuum, will lift another body, if thus 
expended, to a height of one hundred feet or it will lift ten 
similar bodies to the height of ten feet, or one hundred similar 
bodies one foot, etc. Since the velocities attained by falling 
bodies must be squared to make them proportional to the dis
tance fallen, it follows, that these space effect8 are proportional 
to the squares of the velocities of the gun and ball, are proved 
to be inversely as the musses, we readily perceive that equa� 
quantities of force are !lCquired by the two, and that" act.iOl, 
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MANUFACTURE OF BEET SUGAR. 

BY JO SEPH RIBSR, PH . DR . 

[MARCIl 2, 1867. 

minutes, and Is then released ; tlte juice expressed during this operatlon 
ranges from eighty to eighty-four per cent. of the weight of the beets. 

and reaction are equal and opposite," as was propounded and 
demonstrated by the immortal Newton. We also perceive 
that the space effects, the penetrative power or the power of 
performing �oorTc, are unequal being in inverse proportion to 
the weights or in direct proportion to the products of the 
masses into the squares of the velocities. 

THE production of sugar from beets. and the establlshment of a br anch of 

Beside silk, wool, horsehair and bemp, are used for prosR cloths. Frequent 
washing of these is necessary, ammonia commonly being added to the water 
to neutralize acidity, and diSSOlve slime; ,ada. and lime were formerly u8�d 
for this purpose. but lt was found that these soon weakened the fiber of the 
cloth. The pressed cakes are used as cattle feed. 

HENRy F. WALLING. 
New York, Feb.,1867. 

---------.���4.�-------

Patent Lnw- Alllendlllent. 

industry which has now attained huge proportions, is not, cannot be, traced 
to a mere accidental disoovery, but is the legitimate result of careful and 
long-continued observation, study and diliience, ever combatted by a 
cold northerly cllmate. A detailed account of the advance in the man· 
ufacture weuld show progres3 made step by step against the l:I'eatest preju· 
dices, whlle ridiculed and pronounced hopeles. even by such men of science 

MES:;'RS. EDITORS :-1 am at a loss to know why Congress 
repealed section 6th of the patent law of 1842. It was cer
to,inly not done in the interest of inventors. The way the 
law stood, as 1 understand it, parties unauthOlized by pat
entees or their assignees could not stamp a patented article 
nor use it unless stamped, without making themselves liable 
to a penalty of not less than $100 and costs. As it stands 
now, no one is requi.re d to stamp a patented article. For any
thing 1 can see in section 5th, persons may use patented ar
ticles provided they are not stamped. If patented articles are 
not stamped there is no very great inducement to stamp un
patented ones. 

as Liebig. Yet, In spite of almost insurmountable dltllcul ties, tile world did 
move ; and while France in 1829 produced 8 0.000 pound. of beet sugar, the 
supply in 18 5 8  was increased to 98,452,182 ponnds, or 492,26 0 tuns, made in 
600 manufactories. 

Only so late as 1747, the German chemist, Markl:r&!. publlshed the results of 
his experIments with dUrerent roolB, especially the beet and sugar beet, in 
which he proved the presence of crystallizable sugar, unknown Or doubted 
un til then. His dil!Co"eryremalned a scien titlccuriosl ty merely. without bear· 
ing any practIcal results; and It is to hlo talented disciple, Francia C. AChard, 
that tI;l.e credit belongs of examini"g anew all the plants whlch,ln the cold 
northerly zone of Enrope eould be raised with profit for the production' of 
sugar, and of being the pioneer in the art, by erecting in the year 1796 the first 
large establishment for the production of beet sugar, situated in the county 
of Cuneva, in SlIesia. III 1799 and 1812 he published his first complete treat
ise on beet sugar. which was 80 precise, distinct and plain, and moreover was 
treated in such a thoroug'>practlcal manner, that It arou.ed the attention of 
the Engliah 8u�ar merchants, and caus:ed tbe n to make him the ienerou8 
offer of 60,000 Prussian 1!ilalers, on concttlon that he would dlsoon tinue his 
experiments with beet sugar, and so killthis indllOtry at its birth. Nobly re
fuing this oWer, the sum was subsequently quadrupled, In the hopes of in· 
duolng bim to publish ano ther work settinl: forth tha t his onthusiasm for tbe 
beet augar manufacture had carried him too far, and that experiments on a 
large scale had not realized his expectations. Thll offer wal also declined. 
The English merchants had now become thoroughlv alarmed at the progre2s 
the new manufacture was ma.king on the continent, and made one last effort 
to crush it, by engaglnlt Sir Humphrey Davy to write a work In WhICh he 
sought to prove that beet sugar was bitter. But even this very learned t reat-

Another method of separf\ting the nccharine juice from the pulp, first in
troduced by SchOttler, is by plaCing It In a metamc cyllnder lInely perforated 
and caused to revolve at the rate of one thtlUsand revolutions per minute. 
The centrifugal force causes the juice to be expreased, bu t a great amoun t ot' 
fine pulp is driven out with It through the melhes, causing troubl. in the 
subseqJen t operation of defecation. By this method, 'also, an immense 
amoun t of froth is produced, which has to be run ileparately 1 uto a vat, and 
condensed with steam. A charge for a centrifuge is two hundred pounds, 
and this is eXhausted In fifteen minute., or thirty charges can be made easily 
in an hour. Among olber methods which have been used may be mentioned 
ordinary ro ners. pressure with compressed air or ltues, there have been 
tried, though with but little success. The method of maceration lately 
Come into use, recommends itselt' for ita completene.s and simplioity, also in 
that It doe. away with expensive pumps and presses. In the cells of beet 
pulp, in contact with water for some time, an endosmotic process is carried 
on, the water entering the cen_ and giving out the llaccharine juice, until tile 
llquid within and without posseiSe.an equal density. If, then, one hundred 
pounds of beets, reduced to pulp containing ninety-six pounds oC juice, are 
mixed with an equal weight 01' water, endolilmoaia will produce a juice ot 
half the oril:lnal strength, but double tile quantity. If this be withdrawn, 
andthe same proportion of fresh waterbe &g'1.in added, the juice contained 
in the cell of halt' the original lI!trength Is again reduced, pOisesiini then one 
quarter of the original streng-tho If a jtlice contains eighteen per cent. of 
sugar, which is a fair average sample. the progress of this redUCing proces s 
for six consecutive times leaveA a juice in the pulp of but one quarter per 
cent. of sugar, or One almost free of saccharine maUer. The juice obtained 
br all these dilutions h1 too watery for economical eTaporation, aud must be 
concentrated by the same proco .. by which it Was diluted. 

The two sections together are a protection to inventors to 
the extent of the penalty attached. As the law is now it 
amounts to very little. If you take the same view of the 
matter I do you will use your influence to have section 6th 
re-enacted, but I am no lawyer. 

You may be pleased to know that I am doing very woU, for 
a poor man, with my patent obtained through your Agency. 
I made a trip this month with my bee hive, and in four days 
I cleared $150, and I have done better in less time. 

ise was at' no avaH. for all over Europe beet lugar was consumed, and its 
bitterness was prononnced to exist only in England. Napoleon's con tinent
al blockade. at the bel:lnnlng of the presentoen tury,stimulated the new in
dustry; and thoul:h the enterprise wa_ encouraged by all the crowne d heads 
of Europe,yet the main practIcal and succe .. fnl aid 11'83 l:lven by Napo
leon I., to whem belonl:. the honor of being the ,eoond founder of Lhe 
beet sngar industry. 

J AS. S. MARSHALL. 
Greenville, Pa" Jan. 29, 1867. 
[We think the amendment to which our correspondent re

fers is a very good onll. If patentees fail to stamp tha date of 
their patents on the articles offered for sale, or upon the 
packages so as to give public notice of the existence of the 
patent, they cannot recover from infringers.-EDs. 

The discussion of tI;le beet BU!!;ar manufacture should be preoeded by that 
of the beet Itoelf, and its cllltivation. The sugar beet cultivated in Europe 
is known under several varieties, the favorite one being tbe SlIeslan. A cross 
section oC this beet e><hlblts a white, dense ,tructnre,ln a few of Its varieties. 
having concentric rose-colored rings about three eighth. of an IMh wide. Its 

---------.. �.�--------

Provin::r Guns by MeasureD1ent. 

MESSRS. EDITORS :-In the London Meclwnics' Magazine of 
Dec. 21, 1866, appears an account illustrated by engravings 
of an instrument for" proving guns by measnreIl!lent," by 
Mr. Joseph Whitworth. This instrument is identical, both 
in form and principle, with the star gage, which, for at least 
a quarter of a century, has been used in this 'country by the 
Ordnance officers of the Army and Navy for proving guns by 
measurement, but it is described by Mr. Whitworth as de
signed by him. 

The star gage is believed to be of French origin, though 
it has been much improved since its introduction into ser
vice in this country, but the "Calibre Star," described by 
Tousard, and referred to in an order of the Duc de Choiseuil, 
dated March 31,1766, in relation to the in�pection and proof 
of French cannon, is undoubtedly the original of the present 
instrument. 

As the star gage is fully described both in the Army 
" Ordnance Manual" and the" Instructions for the Inspection 
and Proof of Cannon," for the Navy, as well itS in various 
works on Ordnance and Gunnery published in this country, it 
is not necessary to describe it here; but any person who will 
take the trouble to compare any one of the above cited de
scriptions with that of Mr. Whitworth, will see at once that 
the instruments are the same. 

� � � M!!-.- Whitwn-..th c1o-;n"l this instrument as 
having been designed by himself? Can it be pos�ible that 
so distinguished a mechanician and artillerist as he, could be 
ignorant of the existence of an instrument that has, for so 

long a time, been considered as almost absolutely essential 

for the measurement of guns? Or has he really made an in-
vention which is already a hundred years old! U. S. N. 

Washington, D .  C. Feb. 7, 1867. 
----------.. � .. ---------

A Substitute for Writing Ink. 

Messrs. Editors :-Not long since, I read in one of your pa
pers a dissertation relative to the qualities of writing ink. 
I will simply state to you, that for the last twenty yean, I 
have been doing a large amount of writing, and that during 
that time, I have used common India ink, simply disolved in 
water. It being composed of carbon, and little else, it will 
keep in any climate or place trom year to year, perfectly 
sweet. Even freezing does not injure its good qualities, a 
simple cover is all that is required to prevent evaporation 
and keep the dust from falling into it. I have neVer used any 
kind of ink that would flow from the pen with that ease and 
agreable freeness that this hydlf'ate of

' 
carbon does. 'I'he 

stroke of the pen made with it is quite black if desired, and 
will endure unchanged to all time provided the paper or 
parchment remain sound, ani even papers that have bElen 
burned and not fallen to piecep, with this kind of writing up-
on them, remain quite plain to read. F. S. 

[Ordinary writing ink is a modern invention. The ancient 
ink was such as our correspondent finds best. It is etill used 
by the Chinese and Japanese.-Eds. 

---------- .. � ... �---------

InvenUens Patented In England b� Alllerlcans. 

[Condensed from the" Journal of the Commlsaloners 01 Patenta.',] 

jniOe bas a concentration of 8- to 9- B, and �ontainl but a small proportion of 
impurities. A' econd variety of bea t I. the Burltundy, which grows out of the 
ground, has a loose porous texture, a l:re&t deal of hi&:hly diluted Juice, and 
on this account Is undesirable for the production of sugar. The properties 
of a good beet are the following: uniform .hap., and If poslible without 
branchings or forks, as these are Ul<ely to retain Impurltie, frOlll the field, 
impart them to the JUice, and Impede the production of crystallizable sugar. 
The beets should net WeIgh less tha.n one pound, nor more than five, 
smaller ol'les being w,ohed and ground only with ditllcultv, while those 
larger generally havQ a too diluted juice. The beet shollid further have a 
firm, uniform texture, should make a lond crooking noise on breaking, and 
should sink In water. Those that bre&k readily are easily ground to pulp, a 
necessary property, whlle half dried old beets are somewhat elastiC, and 
thorefore ditllcult to be reduced. It is also desirable that the beet should b e  
White, although this I s  not necesoary. The juice should b e  sweet, concen
trated, and con tain few impurtties, its concentration varying from 4' to 12' 
B. The beet should not grow above the ground, as that portion has a loose 
texture, a thick skin, a watery juice,ls rich In salt and poor In sugar, amd 
freezes easlly during cold winter nights. To obtain thele results the ground 
should be well plowed, manured a year before planting (the best previous 
erop being wheat, although beets ma.y be grown successi vely for a number oJ 
y.earswithout exhausting the ground). Nltrogen01l8 manure is to be avoided, 
as it increases the nitrogenous protein lI!ubstances of the beet, consuming itB 
entire vital power while its proportloll of sugar remains small. The best time 
for sowing is between the latter part of March and the first of May. The 
sowing Is made dbgonally through the fields, as thlsnses space more e�on
omlcally than the square wav of plan ting. The seed should be not over one 
year old, and is to be put in the ground abundantly to Insure a tull harvest. 
H,tiny seasons are dreaded, as too much moisture produces large beets con
taining a wa tery juice, many sal to. and but little _ugar, while dry seasons 
commonly prodnce good beets. The time ot' harvest la.sts from September 
to October. the latest crop being always the sweetest. When !,ulled the 100Sf' 

dirt is sha,1ten o1f', tlH�lea.ves and slde brlnehes Are cut off, and remain to act 
as manure t3r a futUre crop. The yield per acre varios trom 12,000 to 18,000 
pounds, the average being perhaps 15,000, which is eflual to about 1,20 0 pounds 
of raw sugar. 

The thorough cultivation of the beet is the lIrst condition of SUCMSS, as a 
poor beet opposes too many dltllcul ties to its ec )nomical employment. The 
best ground for beets is black mold. humus 0: sandy or limeyloose ground: 
Clayey soil, as it retains too much moisture, is less desirable. The beets, 
after harvestinlt', must be preserved from rrost, by storing in ditches tlIree 
feet deep and three feet wide,ln whiCh tbe gronnd is pounded firmly, covered 
with straw'or boards about four Inches, then with a layer of earth allout six 
Inches high. At distances of six feet bunches of straw are placed In the 
ditches, to act as escape tubes for the vapors arisinl: from the beets. Theso 
ditches are generally made 6 0-120feet lonl[, the pHes of beets reachlnl( three 
feet above ground. Occasionally the,e piles are mado entirely above ground 
and covered with a layer 01 earth ten to twelve inches high. Thus preserved 
the beets will keep until March. In Russls, o ccasionally, wooden sileds are 
used, under whiCh, upon strips of wood or in baskets, the beets are piled four 
to six feet high; this mode of keeping Is cheapest in the end, althougk the 
first cost is considerable. 

The production of juice in a pure state necessitates the thorough washing 
of the beet, for which purpose a drum is employed, made of wooden strips, 
about ten feet long and four feet ill dIameter. The drum l1es somewhat in
clined to one slde,ln a tank filled w1th water, into which It reaehes to tbe 
depth of a foot. The beet. fall from .. large hopper into the drum at one end. 
passing out at the ather upon an Inollned plane, whence they are conveyed 
by a large archimedean screw, t:aveling In an npward direction against a 
con tlnuous curren t of fresh water, until the cleamlnl: is oompleted. 

ACter washing, the decayed portions, beet tops and rootlets, parts 
containing juice poor in sugar and rich in salts, are removed by revolv
ing knives, and what remains is thence conveyed to the crusher or 
rasping cylinder, revolving s1.1:. hundred times per minute. and is rapidly 
reduced by it to !,ulp, and In thl; condition is removed to the presses. 
The rapidity with which this operation Is completed corresponds to the 
the acuteness ot the angle between the dlreotlon of pressure of the beet, and 
the tangoot of the cylinder at that pOint; for If that angle is a blunt one, the 
saws will simply scratch ann not cut the beet, hence the l'ressuremust always 
be directed against the lower side of the cylinder. During the operation of 
crushing, a continuous current 0 f water cleanses the cylinder, dilutes the 

Julce,and facl\ltates Its removal Crom the pulp. The lattor cont aIns now 
forty per cent. in l"olume, or about one per:cent. of itlweight, or air. The 
cylinder and pulp box are cleaned every six houra, to prevent oxida tion of 
the juice. 

The juice obtained from tbe lIrot dilution of tile original juice of sixteen 
percent., contained eight p,er cent of aUiar. If this Row be brought in con
tact with Its weight of freshjuioe of sixteen per cent." mixture will be'the 
result containing twelve per cent. Contlnuinl: ihis proces_ six times as be
fore, the lInal resulting llquld will contain 15.875 per cont .of sugar. Or almost 
its original concentration. These reiluUs, however, are not always to be 00-
talned completely In practice. 

The process of maceration now chielly employed Oil. .. large scale is that 
Introduced by Schuetzenback, and eonststa in placinl: the beet pulp in vats 
provided with an agitator, to keep It constantly m motion. The vats have a 
false perforated bottom, for the complete remOTa I of the llquld. and a Cor 
responding perforated top, the holes of which serve as distributors of the 
exhausting medium. Twelve tubs form a battery, and the transmission of 
exhausting liquor between the dIfferent exhaull1iere iii etrected by means of a 
rotary pump. The motion of the altttator should be about twenty-two turns 
a minute, neither fast enouih to mak.e mueh froth, nor 80 810w that the. pulp 
w!llfioal. This process ftlrnishes eighty-nino per cent. of beet juice. 

HYDRAULIO CLOTHRS BOILIlR.-M. W. Staples, Catak1ll, N. Y.-Thls Inven
tion relat.s to the manner in which a clreulatlon ofwater through a clotbes 
Joller is produced in the process of washing clothes. 

MARKING ROLLER.-L. R. Wltberell, Galesburgh, Ill.-The,object ofth:s in 
ventlon Is to provide a simple and expedltiou, method by whIch the trade 
brand of merchants, dealers and manufacturers may be afftxed to their goods 
and wares and boxes, barrels, and packsiea may b9 aCCUrately and expe
ditiously marked without the use of the marking brush or stencil plate as now 
used. 

CORN PLANTJ<R.-John N. Arvin, and Joseph M. Whitmore, Valparaiso, 
Ind.-This invention relates to an improvement on the arrangement of a 
machine for plaatlng or dropping indian corn automatically in reKular checks 
without furrOwing. 

NURSERyPLA1<TER.-J. Warren Clark, Iowa City, Iowa.-This invention 
relates to the phnting of hedges or any small plant. in rows, as practised by 
nursery men Or hortlcul turist.. It consists in providing a box wagon made 
tight to hold water mixed with earthy matters or compost, forming such a 
puddllng compound as Is usually applled to young: plants and trees when set 
out to insure their vlta\lt.y and growth, having conRected with it an ap
paratus for running a narrow furrow or trench iu the earth and conducting 
the fertllizlng compound directly into said trench behind the plow or coulter 
emplovedfor opening it. 

HAMMER.-J. Yerkes, Fox Chase, Pa.-This invention consists of a cast iron 
llslIlIll£r With claws whIch are produced by splltting or .awlng in such a man
ner that the edges of said clawS �re � -maTI> and capable 01 tak;ng a 
firm hold of nails or other artIcle .. 

CULTIVATOR.-W. J. Ozer, WIIllaI1lJ!port, Ind.-This invention consists in 
the combination 01 peculiarly shaped Iron bars to form the frame of the cul
tivator as herein after more fully described. 

EVAPORATOR.-H. C. Gilbert, C ambridge, Vt.-Thls invention has forits 
object to fnrnlsh an improved means by which the evaporating or drying 
pan may be removed wholly or partially from OTer the llre. 

NURSING COucH.-James H. COl:shall, Lexington, MiCh.-This invention 
hastor its object to assist the mother In nurslnl: her child by compelllng her 
to sit uprll:ht, and at the same time giving that support to the muscles ofllie 
arm which she required. 

G ... Tlt LATCH.-W. T. Wells. Dscatur,l11.-Thi, invention has for Its object 
to furnIsh an Improved adjustable gate latch COnstructed without springs and 
so arranged that the holt will be thrown quickly into the catch. that it 
canno t be opened by COWB or othet cat�le, that it may be readily adjuRted to 
accommoda te the position of a shrunkeo or sal:ged gate or post, that It will 
not be liable to get out of order, and that it will be easily attaohed to the 
gate. 

BELT LAP CUTTER.-Cbarles E. Robinson, Concord, N. H.-Tbis Invention 
consists in attaching the l.-nlfe to a grooved sliding block working in grooves 

In the top leaf or upper part and provided with a handle of the machine in 
the combination of a rubber or other elastiC l16at with the lower leaf or part 
of the machine, and In hinging the lower and upper leaves or parts to each 
otller. 

HYDRA ULIO PUN'CII.-Joshua B. Barnes, Fort Wayne, Ind.-This invention 
has for Its object to furnish an improved punch bV means of which more work, 
with less power. and in a less time can be performed than can be done with 
the ordinary punch j and which can be used upon a bOiler, inside or outside 
whereever it can be got upon a flange. 

WHEAT DRILL.-Jacob Siauder, Osborn,Ohlo.-Thi. invention relates to 
an improved machine for sowing wheat and other small irain ot' seed in 
drills, and consists in arranging positive gearin� in connection with the 
driving wheels of a truck and an endles. screw for feeding the wheat or 
other grain with certainty andregularity inJust the desired quant1ty from a 
hopper. 

PROVISIONAL PROTECTION FOR SIX MONTHS. 

3,i:)�2.-(jOATING FOR PAPER AND OTRlroR MATEPtALS DESIGNED TO RECEIVE 
LEAD PENCIL MARKS WHIGH MAY BE REPEATEDLY EX PUNGlIlD WITH MOIS
Tl1RE.-Sylvester Schoonmaker, New York \ lty. Dec. 24, 18 66. 

S.-BENClt PLANING MAOHINE.-Joseph Jones. Newark, N. J. Jan. 1, 1Sl67. 
36.-WATER DELIVElty NOZZDE. EMPOYED tN TIlE EXTINOTION OF FUM!:. 

-WIlliam Barbour, Lawrence, Mass. Jan. 5, 186ft 
46.-AuGER.-Amasa C. Kasson and Nelson C .  Gridley, St. Louis, Mo. Jan 

7, 1867. 

The pulp. as fa.t as mado. is spread On cloth. made ot raw SIll<, the wnOle 
being supported by perforated plates of sheet Iron. These charge., to the 
Humber ot thirty or more. are placed under a dydralllic press, and a pressure 
is applied atllrstof from fifteen to twenty atmospheres to the .quare inch. 
gradually Increasing to one hundred and twenty to two hundred atmo
spheres. 

MAOHIN E FOR BENDING SJ{ELP FoR TtrRING.-John Peace, Camden N. J. 
-Thill! invention relates to the manufacture of metal pipes or :flue tubes. and 
consists in an arrangement of dIes for clamping and bending the skelp or 
iron plate into shape preparatory to welding the @dl:es or laps so formed for 
making the tubes or flues. 

HORSE POWER.-Theophllus Harrison, Bellnllle, Ill.-Th ls Invention 1S de
signed to obviate the great loss of power caused by friction, in transmitting 
the power of the horse or horses to the machinery to be driven. In the single 
pinion hor.e powers a great deal offrlctlon is produced by the pressure of the 
master wheel·on it� l'in or axis ; and in the double p:lnion powers. as well a 8 
others <lesigned to obviate the friction above specllled. the arrangement of 
the gearing togetl1crwith its complexity. produoes as mueh friction as iSlJl\ved 
by tI;le relle"ing of the pressure of the master·wheel 01\ Ita pm or 8X\ll, 

70.-ELLIPTIO OR OTHER ELASTIO SPRINGs.-Edwln M. Cllujfee Provlde1\Ge 
R. I. Jan. 11, 1867. 

The p,· .. slng surface is generally twenty-four Inches, and each press 
cloth Is charged with sixteen pounds of nulp. The pressure i8 regularly 
Increased for from olght to lltte"1\ minutes, rllftlains th1l8 tor soma 1\ve 
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